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Hunters, busybodies and the knowledge network
building associated with deprivation curiosity
David M. Lydon-Staley! !1,2, Dale Zhou! !3, Ann Sizemore Blevins! !2, Perry Zurn! !4 and
Danielle S. Bassett! !2,5,6,7,8,9 ✉
The open-ended and internally driven nature of curiosity makes characterizing the information seeking that accompanies it
a daunting endeavour. We use a historico-philosophical taxonomy of information seeking coupled with a knowledge network
building framework to capture styles of information-seeking in 149 participants as they explore Wikipedia for over 5 hours
spanning 21 days. We create knowledge networks in which nodes represent distinct concepts and edges represent the similarity between concepts. We quantify the tightness of knowledge networks using graph theoretical indices and use a generative
model of network growth to explore mechanisms underlying information-seeking. Deprivation curiosity (the tendency to seek
information that eliminates knowledge gaps) is associated with the creation of relatively tight networks and a relatively greater
tendency to return to previously visited concepts. With this framework in hand, future research can readily quantify the information seeking associated with curiosity.
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uriosity is characterized by intrinsically motivated information seeking1–3. The information sought while acting on one’s
curiosity often has no immediate, tangible benefit4–6. Despite
a lack of immediate benefits, the tendency to frequently experience
curiosity is associated with positive well-being7–9; curiosity facilitates
engagement with novel and challenging stimuli and, in the process,
the accrual of information and other resources that, although not
of immediate benefit, may have utility when encountering future
challenges10–12. And irrespective of its immediate or potential utility,
curiosity may well be valuable in itself13.
Characterizing how individuals seek information when
internally driven is fundamental to understanding how curiosity leads to the shoring up of resources that impact well-being.
Historico-philosophical studies tracing the use of the word ‘curiosity’ have identified styles of information seeking that span millennia, cultures and languages14. The styles include the busybody and
the hunter. The information seeking of the busybody is marked by
a preference for sampling diverse concepts, characterized by “distraction” and “never-dwelling anywhere”15 (p. 161). The busybody
will “frisk about, and rove about, at random, wherever they please”16
(section 34). The information seeking of the hunter is characterized
by sampling closely connected concepts. The hunter does not “turn
aside and follow every scent”17 (p. 520e) in the manner of the busybody. The hunter instead “wishes [they] had a few hundred helpers and good, well-trained hounds that [they] could drive into the
history of the human soul to round up [their] game”18 (p. 59) in a
targeted information search. Both styles are considered expressions
of curiosity, but there are individual differences in the extent to
which each style is expressed19. Tendencies to exhibit one style over
another will lead to the accumulation of different types of resources
over time. The busybody’s store of information will be more diverse

than that of the hunter, but the hunter’s information store will
contain greater depth on fewer subjects.
The open-ended, internally driven nature of curiosity makes
characterizing diverse information-seeking styles a daunting
endeavour. Existing approaches include the examination of saccadic exploration of visual scenes and responses to trivia questions designed to evoke curiosity20,21. Experimental paradigms are
shedding light on curiosity, but they have been met with calls to
consider more complex forms of information seeking that occur
over extended timescales2. We claim that styles of information seeking identified through historico-philosophical methodologies can
be readily accommodated within a knowledge-network-building
framework22. From this perspective, network nodes represent distinct concepts, and network edges represent the manner in which
the concepts are related. While seeking information, an individual
traverses edges on knowledge networks, moving from one concept to the next. Some of the edges they traverse may have large
weights, indicating that the two concepts joined by the edge are
very similar, and some edges may have very small weights, indicating that the two concepts are virtually unrelated. Casting curiosity
as a knowledge-network-building practice reflects the interconnectedness of informational units23 and allows an application of
the mathematical language of graph theory24,25 to quantify complex
manifestations of curious behaviour. The easily distracted busybody will create loose knowledge networks of sparsely connected,
seemingly unrelated concepts. In the parlance of graph theory, their
networks will have small edge weights, low clustering and high
characteristic path length. The more targeted hunter, in contrast,
will create tight networks consisting of closely connected concepts,
and their networks will have large edge weights, high clustering and
low characteristic path length (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 | Hunter and busybody styles of information seeking. The participants explored Wikipedia for 15 minutes every day for 21 days. We represent
the participants’ information seeking as knowledge networks22. The nodes represent the unique Wikipedia pages visited, and the edges represent the
similarity between the text content of each page. We use a historico-philosophical taxonomy of curious information seeking14 to examine between-person
differences in the resulting networks. The busybody samples diverse concepts and creates loose knowledge networks of sparsely connected concepts. In
contrast, the hunter creates tight knowledge networks characterized by sampling related concepts. We operationalize notions of network tightness using
graph theoretical indices. Intuitively, the characteristic path length assesses the average distance between all pairs of nodes in a network. When the path
length is short, the network is easily traversed and representative of the hunter’s tight networks. The clustering coefficient indicates the extent to which
a node’s neighbours are connected. A high average clustering coefficient indicates a tight network of closely connected concepts, which is the kind we
expect of the hunter.

To determine how trait curiosity manifests in knowledge network building, we can measure the associations between network structure and existing curiosity measurement instruments.
Deprivation curiosity refers to the extent to which one’s information
seeking is motivated to overcome the feeling of being deprived of
knowledge26. Deprivation curiosity has emerged as a robust individual difference27,28, with several valid and reliable measures available28–31. Individuals high in deprivation curiosity possess a strong
drive to know, and they seek information that eliminates gaps in
their knowledge30,32. There is an element of compulsiveness to deprivation curiosity. Deprivation curiosity does not motivate individuals to learn new things just for fun. Instead, when individuals decide
that they are missing information required to better understand a
concept, they experience a feeling of deprivation33. A determination to continue information seeking until a knowledge gap is filled
results in a persistent and effortful form of specific exploration that
resolves an unknown28,34.
This compulsiveness may reflect motivational mechanisms of
incentive salience33,35. Incentive salience refers to a motivational feeling of ‘wanting’ in anticipation of an outcome that is separate from
the hedonic response of ‘liking’36,37. Mesolimbic dopamine activity
is implicated in wanting and motivates approach behaviours, often
in the form of response perseveration and the pursuit of a stimulus
until consumption and satiation38,39. There is evidence that wanting plays a role in deprivation curiosity, with the expected acquisition of knowledge associated with activation in the dopaminergic
reward system40–42. Activation associated with deprivation curiosity
shares activity implicated in incentive salience in the processing of
other rewards (such as food and money)40. Due to the targeted and
effortful nature of information seeking associated with deprivation
seeking and its likely association with wanting, we hypothesize that
individuals high in deprivation curiosity will create tighter networks
as they encounter new information, recognize gaps in their knowledge and search for closely related concepts in an iterative cycle of
filling in knowledge gaps26,43.
Here, we operationalize curiosity as a knowledge-network-building
practice. We monitor the information seeking of 149 individuals on
Wikipedia, an online encyclopaedia, over the course of 21 days.
The choice of Wikipedia reflects its use as a knowledge network in
328

previous research (for example, see ref. 44), its use in existing work to
examine information seeking45,46 and findings that intrinsic learning forms a major motivation for the use of Wikipedia47,48. We treat
each Wikipedia page as a distinct concept or node in a knowledge
network, and we quantify the semantic similarity between any two
pages to create network edges. We use graph theory to quantify general notions of tight and loose networks to realize busybody and
hunter styles of information seeking. We uncover potential mechanisms underlying knowledge network growth by developing a generative model of information seeking. We examine associations
between knowledge networks and trait deprivation curiosity, with
the hypothesis that individuals high in deprivation curiosity will
create relatively tight, hunter-like knowledge networks. We examine
the extent to which the tightness of knowledge networks changes
over time. Curiosity exhibits fluctuations over relatively short timescales (for example, from day to day7,49), and hunter and busybody
styles of knowledge network building are thought to be expressed
to different degrees across time within each person22. We hypothesize that loose knowledge networks, reflecting the pursuit of novel,
diverse and varied information, will be created during periods of
heightened sensation-seeking tendencies that promote the “seeking
of varied, novel, complex, and intense sensations and experiences”50
(p. 26) (see also ref. 51).

Results

We operationalize busybody and hunter styles of information seeking in a specific instance of knowledge network building. Using the
Wikipedia browsing of 149 participants for 15 minutes each day
across 21 days, we treat each Wikipedia page visited as a network
node, and we define the weight of each network edge as the cosine
similarity of the term-frequency inverse document frequency of the
text contained in each page (Fig. 2a,b). Thus, a high edge weight indicates similarity of the text contained in the two nodes connected by
the edge. We interrogate the structure of each network using graph
theoretical indices, and we apply a generative model of network
growth to provide insight into the mechanisms underlying network
building. The participants completed a self-reported survey of trait
curiosity30 before beginning the information-seeking task, allowing
us to examine associations between aspects of network structure
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seeking are associated with changes in knowledge network building. The details of knowledge network construction and all measures are provided in the Methods section and the Supplementary
Methods. Descriptive statistics of the key variables can be found in
Supplementary Table 1. Two-tailed tests were used throughout. In
multilever models, b indicates unstandardized regression coefficients and β indicates standardized regression coefficients.
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Fig. 2 | Knowledge network construction and the association between
deprivation curiosity and edge weight. a, The participants (n!=!149) visited
18,654 Wikipedia pages. b, Network nodes represent all the unique pages
visited by all participants in the sample. Weighted network edges represent
the cosine similarity (bounded between 0 and 1) between all possible pairs
of vectors of term-frequency inverse document frequencies associated with
the text of each page. Edges with higher weights indicate relatively greater
semantic similarity between nodes. For example, the edge between ‘Marie
Curie’ and ‘Pierre Curie’ has a cosine similarity value of 0.8, and the edge
between ‘Wisdom tooth’ and ‘Human vestigiality’ has a cosine similarity
value of 0.2. c, The partial time series of edges traversed by an individual
who tended to visit loosely connected concepts (left), an individual who
tended to visit strongly connected concepts (right) and an individual
whose network had the average edge weight for the sample (middle).
In a section of their edge weight time series, the participant on the left
with a lower-than-average edge weight sought out ‘Physical chemistry’,
‘Me Too movement’, ‘The Partridge family’, ‘Harborne Primary School’,
‘HIP 79431’ and ‘Tom Bigelow’, which collectively seem to be a rather
diverse set of concepts. In contrast, the participant with a relatively high
average edge weight visited ‘History of the Jews in Germany’, ‘Hep-Hep
riots’, ‘Zionism’, ‘Nathan Birnbaum’ and ‘Theodor Herzl’, which comprise
a closely connected set of concepts in Jewish history. d, Multilevel model
results using 27,967 observations nested in 149 participants show that
participants high in deprivation curiosity had higher average edge weights,
indicating that they tended to visit similar concepts as they traversed
Wikipedia (b!=!0.004, 95% CI!=!(0.001, 0.007), P!=!0.01, Cohen’s d!=!0.44;
a moderate effect size52; Supplementary Table 2). The shaded area around
the model-estimated association represents the standard error.

and trait deprivation curiosity. In all models, we include four other
facets of curiosity (joyous exploration, social curiosity, thrill seeking
and stress tolerance28,30) as covariates to examine the extent to which
the hypothesized associations are specific to deprivation curiosity,
rather than being driven by other facets of curiosity. The participants
also reported on their sensation-seeking tendencies each day across
the 21-day period immediately before the Wikipedia browsing task,
allowing us to examine how within-person changes in sensation

Deprivation curiosity is positively associated with the average
edge weight of knowledge networks. The participants completed
an average of 17.90 (s.d. = 3.21) days of Wikipedia browsing. The
median number of edges in the participants’ knowledge networks
is 168 (interquartile range (IQR) = 143), where each edge indicates
a transition from one Wikipedia page to another. The participants
visited a median of 135 (IQR = 99) unique nodes. The average
weight of all edges in each participant’s network is 0.18 (s.d. = 0.04).
Intuitively, network building that is more hunter-like is reflected
in the right side of the distribution of average edge weights in the
sample (relatively high average edge weights), and busybody-like
network building is reflected in the left side of the distribution (relatively lower average edge weights; see Fig. 2c).
We used a multilevel model to assess the relation between
information-seeking behaviour and trait curiosity. We find that
deprivation curiosity is positively associated with average edge
weight (b = 0.004, 95% confidence interval (CI) = (0.001, 0.007),
P = 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.44; a moderate effect size52; Supplementary
Table 2), indicating that participants high in deprivation curiosity
are more hunter-like in their knowledge network building relative
to participants low in deprivation curiosity, who in contrast are
more busybody-like in their information seeking (Fig. 2d).
Deprivation curiosity is positively associated with knowledge
network clustering and negatively associated with characteristic
path length. Next, we created participant-specific networks consisting of all Wikipedia pages that a participant visited and all possible
edges between those nodes, even if those specific edges were not
traversed during the information-seeking task. We calculated the
average clustering coefficient of each participant’s knowledge network. The clustering coefficient provides an indication of the extent
to which a node’s neighbours are connected53. We took the mean
clustering coefficient of each node in the participants’ knowledge
networks to quantify general notions of tight and loose knowledge
networks, with high average clustering coefficients indicative of
networks consisting of closely connected concepts and low average
clustering coefficients indicative of networks consisting of sparsely
connected concepts. The average clustering coefficient in these
networks is 0.09 (s.d. = 0.02). To conceptually link this metric to
knowledge network building, we note that network building that is
more hunter-like is reflected in the right side of the distribution of
average clustering coefficients (relatively high clustering), and more
busybody-like network building is reflected in the left side of the
distribution (relatively low clustering).
In a complementary assessment, we computed the characteristic
path length of each participant’s network. Intuitively, the characteristic path length assesses the average distance between all pairs of
nodes in a network. When the characteristic path length is short, the
network is easily traversed54. The mean characteristic path length in
these networks is 0.99 (s.d. = 0.03). To conceptually link this metric to knowledge-network-building practices, we note that network
building that is more hunter-like is reflected in the left side of the
distribution of the characteristic path length (relatively short path
lengths), and more busybody-like network building is reflected in
the right side of the distribution (relatively long path lengths).
We used multiple regression analysis to test the extent to which
deprivation curiosity is associated with the average clustering coefficient, while controlling for the other four facets of curiosity as well
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Fig. 3 | Deprivation curiosity and the clustering and path length of knowledge networks. a, We characterized the extent to which a node’s neighbours
are connected by calculating the clustering coefficient on participant-specific networks in which each node is a unique Wikipedia page visited by the
participant and in which edges exist between all possible node pairs and are weighted by a cosine similarity value. Here we show a network schematic in
which node i has a high clustering coefficient, while node j has a low clustering coefficient; the neighbours of node i are more likely to be neighbours of
one another than the neighbours of node j. b, A partial residual plot from a regression analysis with 148 participants shows that deprivation curiosity is
positively associated with the average clustering coefficient (b!=!0.003, P!=!0.01, β!=!0.23, 95% CI!=!(0.001, 0.006)). The shaded area around the line of
best fit represents the standard error. c, We also quantified the characteristic path length of each participant’s network. The shortest path between node
i and node j is displayed as a solid line. The characteristic path length can be thought of as the average distance along the shortest paths for all possible
pairs of nodes in the network. d, A partial residual plot from a regression analysis with 148 participants shows that deprivation curiosity was negatively
associated with the characteristic path length (b!=!−0.001, P!=!0.02, β!=!−0.10; a small effect size; 95% CI!=!(−0.001, −0.0001)). The shaded area around
the line of best fit represents the standard error. In a and c, we show binary networks to provide intuition, but in all analyses we used the weighted path
length and clustering coefficient to maintain sensitivity to individual differences in network geometry.

as network density and size, which are known confounds in network studies55 (Fig. 3a). We removed an outlier value of the clustering coefficient (0.28, 9.5 standard deviations above the mean)
before performing the analysis. The predictors explain 20% of the
variance in the clustering coefficient (R2 = 0.20, F(7,140) = 5.08,
P < 0.001; Supplementary Table 3). Deprivation curiosity is positively associated with the average clustering coefficient (b = 0.003,
95% CI = (0.001, 0.006), P = 0.01, β = 0.23; a small effect size; Fig.
3b), suggesting that participants high in deprivation curiosity examine closely related concepts during information seeking to a greater
extent than participants low in deprivation curiosity.
We next regressed the characteristic path length on deprivation curiosity while controlling for the other four facets of curiosity as well as both network density and size (Fig. 3c). We removed
an outlier value of the characteristic path length (0.69, 10 standard
deviations below the mean) before performing the analysis. The
predictors explain 82% of the variance in the characteristic path
length (R2 = 0.82, F(7,140) = 90.64, P < 0.001; Supplementary Table
4). Deprivation curiosity is negatively associated with the characteristic path length (b = −0.001, 95% CI = (−0.001, −0.0001), P = 0.02,
β = −0.10; a small effect size; Fig. 3d) such that participants high in
deprivation curiosity, while exploiting local information, also have
networks that are easily traversable from one end to the other.
Principles of knowledge network growth and associations with
curiosity. In the next step, we moved beyond descriptions of network structure by using a generative model to explore potential
330

network mechanisms underlying the observed patterns of information seeking. Our model represents the network growth mechanisms that a simulated agent uses to construct networks with
different structures. By fitting an agent’s growth mechanisms to
the empirical sequence in which the participants traversed edges
on Wikipedia, we characterized how the participants’ differing
information-seeking patterns arise from formal growth rules. Tight
networks could emerge from a greater tendency to revisit similar
concepts, a lesser propensity to make large conceptual leaps when
moving from page to page or a combination of both. These possibilities guided our choice of network growth model. We formalized
these possibilities for underlying principles that led to differences
in the tightness of knowledge networks using two growth rules.
The first growth rule is reinforcement and entails a participant
strengthening the weights of traversed edges (Fig. 4a). When an
edge is strengthened, it becomes more likely that the participant
will revisit the nodes connected by the reinforced edge. Higher
values of reinforcement indicate greater strengthening of traversed
edges. The second growth rule is regularity. Regularity indicates
the willingness of the agent to take short versus long topological
steps. Higher values of regularity indicate a relatively greater preference for taking shorter topological steps (Fig. 4b). The effects of
reinforcement and regularity on the knowledge network growth of
simulated participants are illustrated in Supplementary Video 1 and
described in Fig. 4.
To determine the roles of reinforcement and regularity in
observed knowledge network growth, we fit the generative model
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Fig. 4 | Generative model and associations with deprivation curiosity. a,b,
Our generative model of knowledge network growth consists of two growth
rules that capture individual differences in how people seek information
on Wikipedia. During a random walk (a), an individual starting at the node
‘intelligence’ draws length l!=!2 from a Pareto distribution with μ!=!1 (b),
meaning that the agent will traverse two edges. In this case, they travel from
‘intelligence’ to ‘learning’ (edge 1) and then from ‘learning’ to ‘cognition’
(edge 2), indicated by the orange lines. Between-person differences in
the preference for taking short versus long steps (operationalized as the
number of edges traversed) is captured by our first growth rule: regularity.
High regularity values are associated with a preference for taking shorter
steps when walking on the knowledge network. This tendency is shown
in b where three values of regularity (μ) are shown along with their
associated probabilities of making jumps of distance l. Participants with
high regularity values (μ!=!3, dark blue) have a higher probability of taking
steps of distance 1 relative to participants with low values (μ!=!1 or 2, lighter
blues) and a lower probability of taking jumps of distances greater than 1.
High regularity values, then, would result in tight networks akin to those
of the hunter. Our second growth rule, reinforcement, can be described by
considering why the individual visited ‘learning’ after ‘intelligence’ and what
happens to the network after the participant travels from ‘intelligence’ to
‘cognition’. The probability of visiting ‘learning’ versus other neighbours of
‘intelligence’ (such as ‘fluency’ or ‘working’) is related to the weight of the
edges between ‘intelligence’ and its neighbouring nodes. Edges with high
weights, indicating greater similarity in concepts, have a higher probability
of being traversed than those with lower weights. After walking to the nodes
‘learning’ and ‘cognition’ (orange edges in a), the edge between the initial
(‘intelligence’) and target (‘cognition’) nodes, in green, gets strengthened
by the reinforcement value δw. In other words, the weight of the edge
increases. Reinforcement is used to capture individual differences in the
tendency to seek similar and previously sought information while traversing
Wikipedia by determining how much the weight of an edge should increase.
For participants with high values of reinforcement, the green edge in a
would be reinforced to a relatively high extent, leading to a greater likelihood
of the individual returning to previously visited concepts and resulting in
tight networks characteristic of the hunter. See Supplementary Video 1 for
dynamic illustrations. c,d, Partial residual plots from a regression analysis
with 149 participants indicate that deprivation curiosity is positively
associated with reinforcement (c; b!=!1.36, 95% CI!=!(0.28, 2.44), P!=!0.01,
β!=!0.24; a small effect size). We observe no statistically significant
association between deprivation curiosity and regularity (d; b!=!0.01, 95%
CI!=!(−0.01, 0.04), P!=!0.35, β!=!0.09) in a regression analysis with 149
participants. In both panels, the shaded area around the line of best fit
represents the standard error.

to each participant’s network separately. The mean reinforcement
is 39.55 (s.d. = 6.69). Intuitively, hunter-like network building is
indicated by higher values of reinforcement, suggesting that participants return to previously visited concepts to fill information
gaps. Busybody-like network building, in contrast, is indicated by
lower values of reinforcement and a lesser tendency to return to
previously visited concepts. We used multiple regression analysis
to test whether deprivation curiosity is associated with reinforcement while controlling for the other four facets of curiosity as well
as network density and network size. The predictors as a group do
not explain a significant percentage of the variance in reinforcement (R2 = 0.09, F(7,141) = 1.97, P = 0.06; Supplementary Table 5).
Deprivation curiosity is positively associated with reinforcement
(b = 1.36, 95% CI = (0.28, 2.44), P = 0.01, β = 0.24; a small effect size;
Fig. 4c). This association indicates that participants with high values
of deprivation curiosity have a greater tendency to return to previously visited concepts during knowledge network building.
In addition to reinforcement, the regularity term of the generative model constitutes the preference for taking shorter versus
longer topological steps during information seeking. Intuitively,
network building that is more busybody-like is indicated by smaller
regularity values and the tendency to take relatively long topological steps along the knowledge network. In contrast, hunter-like
network building is indicated by larger regularity values and the
tendency to take shorter topological steps, potentially in an effort
to sample closely related concepts. We used multiple regression
analysis to test whether deprivation curiosity is associated with
regularity while controlling for the other four facets of curiosity and
network strength. The predictors explain a significant percentage
of the variance in the regularity (R2 = 0.10, F(7,141) = 2.26, P = 0.03;
Supplementary Table 6). Deprivation curiosity is not significantly
associated with regularity (b = 0.01, 95% CI = (−0.01, 0.04), P = 0.35,
β = 0.09). Although not significantly associated with facets of curiosity, the mean regularity is 2.11 (s.d. = 0.15), approaching 2 and
therefore suggesting that the information-seeking character of the
sample is consistent with Lévy-like dynamics56–58. A Lévy flight is a
specialized random walk expressed as fractal movement patterns,
occurring when the distribution of distances traversed with discrete
movements falls in a power-law distribution with an exponent of 2,
as observed in the current data (Fig. 4b).
Variability in hunter and busybody styles. To examine the extent
to which the participants exhibit variability in their styles of information seeking across time, we partitioned the time series of
Wikipedia browsing data into thirds to create early, middle and late
information-seeking knowledge networks. Intraclass correlations
indicate that 35% of the variance in the average edge weight, 26%
of the variance in the average clustering coefficient and 64% of the
variance in the characteristic path length is due to between-person
variance. Thus, a substantial amount of the variance in network
metrics across early, middle and late information-seeking stages is
due to within-person fluctuations.
We hypothesized that fluctuations in participants’ sensationseeking tendencies—their preferences for novel and exciting experiences—would be associated with the tightness of their knowledge
networks, such that periods of high sensation-seeking tendencies
would be periods during which looser knowledge networks were
created. Repeated measures correlations provide evidence for this
hypothesis. The repeated measures correlation between sensation
seeking and average edge weight of knowledge networks is significant and negative (r(297) = −0.16, 95% CI = (−0.27, −0.05),
P = 0.004; a small effect size; Fig. 5b), indicating that periods of
higher sensation seeking are periods in which networks with lower
average edge weights are constructed. Periods of higher-than-usual
sensation seeking are also periods in which participants create
knowledge networks of lower-than-usual clustering (r(297) = −0.14,
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Fig. 5 | Within-person variability in hunter and busybody styles. a,
We partitioned each participant’s time series of edges traversed into
early, middle and late periods to examine within-person fluctuations in
the expression of hunter and busybody styles of information seeking.
b–d, Repeated measures correlations (r) indicate that periods of
higher-than-usual sensation seeking as assessed via daily diaries are
periods during which knowledge networks with lower-than-usual average
edge weights (b; r(297)!=!−0.16, 95% CI!=!(−0.27, −0.05), P!=!0.004),
lower-than-usual average clustering coefficients (c; r(297)!=!−0.14, 95%
CI!=!(−0.25, −0.03), P!=!0.01) and longer-than-usual characteristic path
lengths (d; r(297)!=!0.19, 95% CI!=!(0.08, 0.30), P!<!0.001) are created.
Each dot represents one of three observations for a participant (n!=!149),
and the lines represent the repeated measures correlation fit for each
participant.

95% CI = (−0.25, −0.03), P = 0.01; a small effect size; Fig. 5c) and
longer-than-usual characteristic path lengths (r(297) = 0.19, 95%
CI = (0.08, 0.30), P < 0.001; a small effect size; Fig. 5d).
Robustness and additional analyses. Additional analyses confirm
that the results for the association between deprivation curiosity and average edge weight (Supplementary Table 7), clustering
coefficient (Supplementary Table 8), characteristic path length
(Supplementary Table 9) and reinforcement (Supplementary Table
10) are robust to the removal of non-significant covariates. We also
note that after adjusting the alpha rate to control for the testing of
deprivation curiosity’s association with the tightness of knowledge
networks across three different indices (Bonferroni correction
such that the alpha rate is 0.05/3 = 0.02), the associations remain
significant. Our correction for deprivation sensitivity specifically
and not all dimensions of curiosity reflects the manuscript’s focus
on deprivation sensitivity. The use of a multiple regression rather
than a multilevel model to test the association between deprivation
curiosity and average edge weight also revealed the hypothesized
association (Supplementary Table 11 and Supplementary Fig. 1).
In the Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Results, we
test two additional models of network growth59 (the preferential
attachment and preferential acquisition models), but we find no
evidence that these models accurately describe knowledge network
growth. Additional analyses to characterize the structure of knowledge networks indicate that knowledge networks have modular and
small-world structure (Supplementary Methods and Supplementary
Results).
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Discussion

Curiosity is characterized by intrinsically motivated information
seeking and is strongly associated with well-being due to the many
informational resources reaped by consistently acting on one’s curiosity over time7–9. The open-ended and internally driven nature of
curiosity makes it difficult to quantify the resources that are collected during information seeking, which in turn are theorized to
promote well-being on extended timescales. Here, we overcome
this challenge by integrating historico-philosophical styles of curious information seeking14,19 with a knowledge-network-building
approach to curiosity22 to characterize and quantify the internally
driven and idiosyncratic information seeking of individuals under
minimal external constraints.
By intensively monitoring the information seeking of participants browsing Wikipedia for over five hours throughout 21 days,
we constructed networks consisting of the unique Wikipedia pages
visited by the participants and the semantic similarity between the
content of those pages. By transforming the 18,654 pages visited by
the participants into networks, we were able to represent complex
information seeking in a manner that could be readily quantified.
Knowledge networks exhibited small-world and modular structure.
Individual differences in the average edge weight, clustering coefficient and characteristic path length captured general notions of
tight and loose knowledge networks, providing an intuitive mapping
for hunter and busybody styles of knowledge-network-building
practice.
As well as describing the resulting knowledge networks, we
formalized hunter and busybody styles of information seeking by
specifying a generative model of network growth. The model consisted of two growth rules with an intuitive mapping to hunter and
busybody styles involving the tendency to revisit previously traversed edges (that is, reinforcement) and the propensity to travel
across different topological distances at each edge between concepts
(that is, regularity). The participants, on average, exhibited a regularity value of 2.11, consistent with a particular type of random walk
termed a Lévy flight. A Lévy flight is a specialized random walk
expressed as fractal movement patterns, occurring when the distribution of distances traversed with discrete movements falls in a
power-law distribution with an exponent of 2, as observed in the
current data (Fig. 4b). Fractal movement patterns make Lévy flights
particularly apt for efficiently searching for resources embedded in
complex environments with hierarchical, lattice, patchy or heterogeneous organizations60–62. Lévy flights have been observed in the
movement trajectories of diverse systems, including cells, animals
and humans63–65. Observations of Lévy kinesthetics in nature have
motivated proposals that evolution selected for cognitive processes
that result in efficient Lévy flight exploration66–69. Evolutionary
adaptations leading to Lévy flight foraging in physical environments may have also been co-opted for the exploration of abstract
conceptual spaces70,71. Findings from the generative model suggest,
then, that humans display a type of information-seeking behaviour
typically observed during the optimally efficient search for scarce,
randomly distributed and subjectively rewarding information during knowledge network building on Wikipedia. This finding motivates the interpretation of knowledge network exploration during
internally directed information seeking under minimal constraints
as searching through a conceptual space for subjectively rewarding
concepts with an optimally efficient strategy.
In addition to quantifying qualitative notions of loose and tight
knowledge networks, we examined the role of deprivation curiosity
in styles of knowledge network building. In line with the notion that
individuals high in deprivation curiosity have a drive to eliminate
the unknown as they encounter new information and recognize gaps
in their knowledge26–28, deprivation curiosity was consistently associated with three indices used to quantify the tightness and looseness of the participants’ knowledge networks. Greater deprivation
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curiosity was associated with higher average edge weights, higher
clustering coefficients and shorter characteristic path lengths. Our
findings support propositions regarding deprivation curiosity and
provide new insight into its expression during open-ended information seeking. When considering the findings from the generative model, reinforcement was associated with deprivation curiosity.
This association underlines the importance of revisiting information in explaining the tendency for participants high in deprivation
curiosity to create tight networks. Regularity was not statistically
significantly associated with deprivation curiosity, suggesting that
the mechanism underlying the relative tightness of the knowledge
networks of participants high in deprivation curiosity is more likely
due to the revisiting of similar concepts and less likely due to individual differences in the tendency to take short versus long topological leaps.
In examining the association between deprivation curiosity
and knowledge network architecture, we controlled for other facets of curiosity. Joyous exploration, a facet of curiosity associated
with pure enjoyment of novel stimuli30, was treated as a covariate to
examine the independent association between deprivation curiosity and knowledge network structure; however, this facet was negatively associated with both average edge weight and reinforcement.
This pattern of associations suggests that participants characterized
by high motivation to seek new knowledge are more likely to visit
relatively dissimilar concepts as they traverse Wikipedia compared
with those low in joyous exploration, and that they exhibit little tendency to return to previously visited concepts. Joyous exploration
lends itself to carefree, casual information seeking and is positively
associated with ambiguity tolerance31,34, in line with the association with loose networks observed in the present study. However,
we caution that joyous exploration was not significantly associated
with the average clustering coefficient or path length, that few consistent associations between facets of curiosity beyond deprivation
curiosity and knowledge network indices were observed, and that
facets beyond deprivation curiosity were treated as covariates in the
current study, which motivated our corrections for multiple comparisons. Contexts beyond Wikipedia will be better suited to examine how other facets of curiosity are expressed in networks during
information seeking in the contexts of uncertainty (stress tolerance), social information (social curiosity) and perceptually intense
(thrill seeking) information.
We considered styles of knowledge network building and deprivation curiosity as both traits and states7. We find that all indices
of knowledge network tightness exhibit substantial within-person
variability across time. Thus, while our individual differences
analyses indicate variability across persons in the expression of
hunter and busybody information-seeking styles, these tendencies
fluctuate within persons across time. We find that periods during
which looser-than-usual knowledge networks are created are also
periods during which sensation-seeking tendencies are higher
than usual. This mapping between fluctuations in knowledge network style and sensation-seeking tendencies is intuitive given the
association between sensation seeking and drives for novel experiences. An important future direction will be to determine whether
sensation-seeking tendencies influence knowledge network building by changing the desire for differing types of information.
Alternatively, findings may reflect more diverse information seeking
spurred on by the more diverse array of activities undertaken before
Wikipedia exploration during periods of high sensation seeking.
Our interdisciplinary approach has the benefit of broadening
and deepening the now-classical psychological perspectives on
curiosity. Our analysis develops and redirects a long tradition of
distinguishing specific and diversive curiosity72. Specific curiosity refers to an aroused state experienced when confronted with
ambiguous stimuli, leading to specific exploration to obtain depth
of knowledge73. Diversive curiosity, by contrast, refers to the need

to seek new experiences to obtain a breadth of knowledge74. These
dimensions of curiosity continue to be probed75. The strength of
this literature lies in its attention not only to states versus traits of
curiosity but also to the objects that induce curiosity (for example,
novel perceptual or epistemic stimuli) and the internal impetuses
that prompt curiosity (for example, interest, boredom, conflict,
complexity, ambiguity and anxiety). We build on this literature in
two ways. First, by pressing back, across philosophical thought, we
can attend to a rich, underutilized history of curiosity not merely as
a state or a trait but as a panoply of personas and practices. Tracking
these transhistorical archetypes across eons of wisdom literatures,
we are equipped to appreciate and to test inherited taxonomies of
curiosity76. Second, by pressing forwards, through network science,
we can attend more directly to curiosity as an act of connecting,
rather than merely acquiring, new pieces of information. Not limiting ourselves to understanding how knowledge is amassed, we use
this framework to explore the elegant architectures of knowledge
network building itself.
It is important to interpret the study findings in the context of
the study’s limitations. The collection of data under few restrictions
provides a more ecologically valid design relative to existing experimental laboratory paradigms to capture the internally directed
information seeking that lies at the core of contemporary definitions
of curiosity1–3. Yet, the participants received incentives for completing the 15 minutes of Wikipedia browsing, raising the possibility
that the participants browsed to obtain the incentives rather than
to satisfy their deprivation curiosity. However, the incentives were
provided to encourage continued participation in the study protocol and were not contingent on seeking out information on specific
topics or in particular ways. The motives behind information seeking over extended timescales are undoubtedly manifold. Yet, consistently observing associations between deprivation curiosity and
three indices of knowledge network tightness suggests that a desire
to satisfy one’s deprivation curiosity was one motive behind the
information seeking observed. Even though the observed associations are modest, it is notable that the associations can be detected
in the real world in the midst of all the noise that exists outside of
the laboratory.
We situate hunter and busybody styles of information seeking on
a dimension ranging from loose to tight networks using continuous
variables (for example, average edge weight, clustering coefficient
and path length). Implicit in this formalism and our use of continuous variables is the notion that individuals practice both forms
of information seeking but that each form can be expressed to a
differing degree, and that the relative expression of diverse forms
of curiosity is an important individual difference19. By dichotomizing the data, we would fail to capture the extent of variation in
hunter and busybody styles across both individuals and time. Note
that hunter and busybody styles are both considered expressions of
curiosity, aligning with multidimensional conceptions of curiosity
that emphasize not the existence of curious versus incurious people
but individual differences in the way that curiosity is expressed30.
As such, this framework may contribute to a broader appreciation
of the diverse range of information seeking manifested across the
spectrum of neurotypical and neuroatypical learners77. A next step
will be to examine how tendencies to practice different styles are
reflected in the types of resources (in this case, narrow versus wide
stores of information) that individuals collect over time, which are
theorized to impact well-being7,9.
We focused on hunter and busybody styles of knowledge network building. Historico-philosophical studies have identified a
third archetype known as the dancer14. The dancer experiments
and breaks with traditional pathways of investigation, takes leaps
of creative imagination and, in the process, produces new concepts
and radically remodels knowledge networks. Paradigms beyond
information seeking will be necessary to capture the work of the
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dancer due to the centrality of creation to the dancer’s definition.
Creativity paradigms that capture searches in semantic memory
networks or analyses of the structure of creative works themselves
would lend themselves to capturing the dancer. Although the source
of the data and the processes underlying it would differ drastically
from the current information-seeking paradigm, the network-based
approach taken here may generalize and capture the knowledge
network building and construction of the dancer. Indeed, network
approaches have previously been applied to capture differences in
network structures of semantic associations observed in people
with varying levels of creativity78,79.
In summary, we use a knowledge-network-building framework
to capture and quantify styles of information seeking put forward
in a historico-philosophical taxonomy of curious information seeking. Individuals’ highly idiosyncratic, internally directed information seeking can be represented as knowledge networks, and general
notions of tight and loose knowledge networks can be operationalized using graph theoretical indices and growth mechanisms to
provide insight into the organizing principles of curiosity-driven
exploration. We provide support for a role for deprivation curiosity in motivating distinct styles of information seeking by finding
evidence that individuals high in deprivation curiosity create tight
knowledge networks and exhibit a tendency to return to previously
visited concepts.

Methods

We used data from the Knowledge Networks Over Time study, a study designed to
provide insight into behaviour across a range of domains of functioning, including
curiosity7,51. All data and code used in the manuscript are available upon request
from the corresponding author. Greater detail on the design, data preparation and
analysis can be found in the Supplementary Methods. All research was conducted
in accordance with the Human Subjects Electronic Research Application
institutional review board (IRB) at the University of Pennsylvania. The IRB at the
university declared the study exempt due to the minimal risk the study posed to the
participants. All participants provided informed consent before taking part in the
study.
Participants. Our participant sample comprised 149 individuals (121 female,
26 male and 2 other gender) recruited through poster, Facebook, Craigslist and
university research site advertisements in Philadelphia and the surrounding
university community, who completed the task that is the focus of the current
manuscript, from a full sample of 167 participants on which we have previously
reported7,51. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes, but our
sample sizes are similar to those reported in previous 21-day intensive longitudinal
studies80. The participants were aged between 18.21 and 65.24 years (mean = 25.05,
s.d. = 6.99) and identified as African American/Black (6.71%), Asian (25.50%),
Hispanic/Latino (5.37%), multiracial (5.37%), other (5.37%), white (49.66%) and
missing information (2.01%). The data collection began in October 2017 and
ended in July 2018.
Procedure. Interested participants were sent a baseline survey through Qualtrics
containing demographic questionnaires and the curiosity measure. The
participants engaged in a laboratory session at which they completed additional
questionnaires on Qualtrics, received training in the daily assessment protocol and
were guided through the installation of tracking software (Timing) necessary for
a Wikipedia browsing task. Only the participant and one researcher were present
during the laboratory visit. After the laboratory visit, a 21-day diary assessment
protocol was initiated. The 21-day diary assessment consisted of two components.
The first was a daily diary, delivered using Qualtrics, consisting of survey
questionnaires that took approximately five minutes to complete. The second
component came immediately after the daily diary and was a 15-minute
Wikipedia browsing task. Links to the daily assessments were emailed to the
participants at 18:30 each evening, and the participants completed them outside
of the laboratory on their personal computers. The researcher was not blind to
the study hypotheses during data collection. The participants were compensated
with Amazon gift cards at each study phase. They were given cards worth US$25
after completing the baseline assessment and the laboratory visit. For the daily
assessment, completion was incentivized by making participant payments
contingent on completion: the completion of three, four, five, six and seven surveys
each week was compensated with gift cards worth US$10, US$15, US$20, US$25
and US$35, respectively. Continued participation through the daily assessment
was further incentivized by using a raffle for which an iPad mini was the prize.
The completion of all seven surveys each week resulted in one entry into the
raffle drawing.
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Measures. We used the participants’ reports of demographic information and trait
curiosity from the baseline surveys, their ratings of sensation seeking during the
21-day diary and their daily Wikipedia browsing.
Each evening after the daily diary, the participants were prompted to open
a browser and to navigate to Wikipedia.org. The participants were instructed
to spend 15 minutes in self-directed information seeking on Wikipedia and to
explore whatever topics interested them. Specifically, during the laboratory visit, the
investigator stated, “We would like you to open a new tab on your browser and visit
https://www.wikipedia.org/. We would like you to spend 15 minutes each evening
reading about whatever you want on Wikipedia. For example, if you wanted to
learn more about Philadelphia, you could go to the Philadelphia Wikipedia page.”
At this point, the researcher used the Wikipedia search bar to navigate to https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philadelphia to ensure that all participants had familiarity with
Wikipedia and its usage. “You can read through the page. You can also click on links
you find interesting or you can use the search bar to search for new topics. There is no
right or wrong way to do this. We are interested in what it is that people read about
when they are not forced to read about anything in particular.” We developed this set
of instructions to ensure that people would browse according to their curiosity and
not in any particular manner suggested by the experimenter. After the 15 minutes of
open browsing, the participants exported and uploaded their browsing history.
Curiosity was measured using the Five-Dimensional Curiosity Scale (5D)30.
The 5D captures multiple dimensions of curiosity that include deprivation
sensitivity, joyous exploration, stress tolerance, social curiosity and thrill seeking.
The participants rated the extent to which five items within each subscale
accurately described them on a 0 (“Does not describe me at all”) to 6 (“Completely
describes me”) scale. The reliability (Cronbach’s α) of the subscales in the current
sample was satisfactory. Note that the deprivation sensitivity subscale is highly
similar to another commonly used deprivation curiosity scale28.
We measured the day’s sensation seeking using two items adapted from the
Fun-Seeking subscale of the BIS/BAS scales81 and the Excitement-Seeking subscale
of the Revised Neuroticism, Extraversion, and Openness Personality Inventory82.
The participants were instructed to rate how accurately the statement reflected how
they behaved today on a scale from 0 (“None of the time”) to 10 (“All of the time”)
in increments of 0.1.
Data preparation. To construct knowledge networks for each participant, we
created for each individual a list of nodes (the unique Wikipedia pages visited) and
an edge list that indicated the similarity between each node. To create edge weights,
we computed term-frequency inverse document frequency (t.f.-i.d.f.) values
for the text in each Wikipedia page visited during the study for all participants
(n = 18,654) and calculated the cosine similarity between all pairs of nodes. The
term frequency for a document is given as
t:f :ðt; dÞ ¼ f t;d ;

ð1Þ

where the term frequency of token t in document d is given by the frequency f with
which it appears in the document. The inverse document frequency (i.d.f.) for a
token is defined as:
!
"
jDj
;
ð2Þ
i:d:f :ðt; DÞ ¼ log
jfd 2 D : t 2 dgj
where the i.d.f. of token t in the set of documents D (the study corpus of all 18,654
Wikipedia pages) is given by the logarithm of the number of documents in D
divided by the number of documents d in D that contain t. The t.f.-i.d.f. is a product
of the token’s frequency and the token’s i.d.f. Thus, common tokens appearing very
frequently in the corpus will be down-weighted, while rare terms will be associated
with a relatively large number. To account for differences in document length, we
applied a common normalization such that the Euclidean norm of the t.f.-i.d.f.
vector for a document became 1. After calculating the normalized t.f.-i.d.f. for each
token, we quantified the similarity between pairs of nodes by computing the cosine
similarity between all possible pairs of the 18,654 vectors. The cosine similarity
resulted in a quantification of node similarity ranging from 0 to 1, with higher
values indicating greater similarity of the text within each Wikipedia page.
We chose to define edges by their cosine similarity rather than by the binary
hyperlink indicator for two main reasons. First, the participants were not
constrained to using hyperlinks to navigate Wikipedia and had the option to use
the search bar, for example. Second, there were cases in which the text between
two Wikipedia pages indicated high similarity between concepts as reflected in
the cosine similarity, and there was face validity that two pages were similar to one
another, yet no hyperlink was present between the pages. For example, the cosine
similarity of the edge between the Mazda RX-8 and the Mazda RX-7 Wikipedia
pages (both sports cars manufactured by Japanese automobile manufacturer
Mazda) was 0.90, indicating high similarity, yet no hyperlink existed between the
pages. This lack of hyperlink between two pages with similar text may reflect the
coarse, binary nature of hyperlinks relative to the more fine-grained measure of
concept similarity available through the cosine similarity ranging from 0 to 1. It
may also reflect the fact that hyperlink generation depends on users’ subjective
assessments of concept similarity rather than a text-based approach. Although
there are differences between the cosine similarity and hyperlink approaches,
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nodes connected by a hyperlink had a larger cosine similarity value (mean = 0.27,
s.d. = 0.21) than nodes that were not connected by a hyperlink (mean = 0.07,
s.d. = 0.13), and this difference was statistically significant with a large effect
size (t(26976) = 97.85, P < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.10). There is thus some overlap
between networks with edges defined by cosine similarity and those with edges
defined by hyperlinks. We constructed knowledge networks using Wikipedia
hyperlinks rather than cosine similarity and repeated the main text analyses in the
Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Results to allow comparison. We find
that the cosine similarity approach, but not the hyperlink approach, is sensitive to
individual differences in deprivation curiosity.
Data analysis. We undertook thorough descriptive analyses of the structure of
the participants’ knowledge networks. We then used model-based approaches to
uncover the mechanisms underlying knowledge network growth. Throughout,
we examined associations between knowledge network structure and deprivation
curiosity. See the Supplementary Methods for the definitions of network statistics
and descriptions of analysis approaches. The data distribution was assumed to be
normal, but this was not formally tested.
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability

All data used in the manuscript are available upon request from the corresponding
author.

Code availability

The analyses in the manuscript used code available through R, MATLAB and the
Brain Connectivity Toolbox. The code associated with the generative model is
available at https://github.com/dalejn/kinestheticCuriosity.
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Study description

Quantitative, intensive longitudinal study

Research sample

Our participant sample comprised 149 individuals (121 female, 26 male, 2 other gender) recruited through poster, Facebook,
Craigslist, and university research site advertisements in Philadelphia and the surrounding university community, , who completed a
task that is the focus of the current manuscript, from a full sample of 167 participants on which we have previously reported (LydonStaley, Falk, & Bassett, 2020; Lydon-Staley, Zurn, & Bassett, 2020).

Sampling strategy

No statistical methods were used to pre-determine sample size but our sample size is similar to those reported in previous 21-day
intensive longitudinal studies (e.g., Fosco & Lydon-Staley, 2019)

Data collection

Interested participants encountering study advertisements were directed to a website with study information and a consent form.
After confirming that participants met inclusion criteria, participants were contacted via telephone with a description of the study
and an opportunity to assent or decline participation. If an individual assented, an email was sent with a baseline survey containing
demographic questionnaires and the curiosity measure used in the present study. The baseline survey contained additional scales
that were not the focus of the present study. The researcher was not present when the participant completed the baseline survey.
Once the baseline survey was completed, participants completed a laboratory session. At the laboratory session, participants
completed additional questionnaires, received training in the daily assessment protocol, and were guided through the installation of
tracking software (Timing: https://timingapp.com/) necessary for a Wikipedia browsing task.
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Following the laboratory study, a 21-day diary assessment protocol was initiated. The 21-day diary assessment consisted of two
components. The first was a daily diary, delivered using Qualtrics, consisting of survey questionnaires that took approximately 5
minutes to complete. The second came immediately after the daily diary component and was a 15 minute Wikipedia browsing task.
Links to the daily assessments were emailed to participants at 6:30 PM each evening. Participants requesting reminders received a
text message at 6:40 PM to notify them that survey links had been emailed. Participants were instructed to complete the daily
assessments before going to bed and were also reminded that links remained open until 10:00 AM the next morning. The 21-day
assessment was completed outside of the laboratory and the researcher was not present. Participants were compensated with gift
cards to Amazon.com at each study phase: \$25 after completing the baseline assessment and the laboratory visit. For the daily
assessment, completion was incentivized by making participant payment contingent on completion: completion of 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7
surveys each week was compensated with gift cards worth \$10, \$15, \$20, \$25, and \$35, respectively. Continued participation
through the daily assessment was further incentivized by using a raffle for which an iPad mini was available as a prize. Completion of
all 7 surveys each week resulted in one entry into the raffle drawing. The researcher was not blind to study hypotheses.

Timing

Data collection began in October 2017 and ended in July 2018.

Data exclusions

For two analyses in the manuscript, an outlier was removed before analyses were conducted. The outlier scored 9.5 standard
deviations above the mean on one variable (average clustering coefficient) and 10 standard deviations below the mean on another
variable (characteristic path length). We report on this exclusion in the Results section when presenting results.

Non-participation

No participants dropped out or declined participation.

Randomization

Participants were not assigned to different experimental groups
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Population characteristics

Participants were aged between 18.21 and 65.24 years (mean = 25.05, standard deviation = 6.99), and identified as African
American/Black (6.71\%), Asian (25.50\%), Hispanic/Latino (5.37\%), Multiracial (5.37\%), other (5.37\%), white (49.66\%),
and missing information (2.01\%). Of the 149 participants, 121 identified as female, 26 as male, and 2 as other genders.

Recruitment

Participants were recruited through poster, Facebook, Craigslist, and university research site advertisements in Philadelphia
and the surrounding university community.

Ethics oversight

All research was conducted in accordance with the Human Subjects Electronic Research Application institutional review
board (IRB) at the University of Pennsylvania.
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